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Beyond Sight Words Activities - G Level 1

   Activities included:
   • Bingo – instant word recognition
   • Sight word sentences to illustrate – comprehension enrichment
   • Fill in the blank with a sight word – for comprehension
   • Sound manipulation or word morph – for phonemic awareness
   • Word wall games – to practice higher level thinking, comprehension, opposites, synonyms, etc.
   • Write about it – colored illustrations that serve as writing prompts for the children
   • Making words tactilely – phonics: to study the structure of words including more complex sound spellings
   • Assessment – for measuring accuracy and reading fluency
   • Plain word wall words to coincide with the SnapWords® studied
   • Tracking charts to record each student’s progress
   • Certificates of achievement    

Activities to help children:
• study 62 sight words (Dolch & more)
• learn to use the word correctly

• learn hundreds of related words
• learn to write the words by heart

• analyze the words
• find words with similar spelling patterns

• combine words to make sentences

After all, reading is so much more 
than sight word recognition!

by Sarah K Major

A Companion to SnapWords® List G
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HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE
The color of this unit is PINK to coordinate with our SnapWords® List G flamingo theme. The SnapWords® included in this 

unit provide the basis for all the word studies in this Beyond Sight Words Level.

• You will have already purchased SnapWords® List G.

• Display all of the words from one Section at one time. My students always learned far more quickly when we had more 

words displayed. I still would focus on the word for the day, but a whole lot of passive learning went on because the 

other words were displayed! 

• Teach the words, referring to the Teaching Notes as needed (see Table of Contents).

• As the children show instant word recognition using the picture side of the cards, remove the picture cards and display 

the plain word wall words. I would recommend switching one word at a time rather than changing all the words at once. 

This will ensure the children are comfortable and confident.

• Once the children can read the plain words pretty well, move to the word recognition games.

• Next, complete the comprehension activities.

• The phonemic awareness activities can be done more than once. Keep in mind that very visual, right-brained learners 

will not do as well with word segmentation and other activities because these children tend to be stronger in whole word 

activities, so please don’t stress over this part!

• Branch out into the word wall games.

• Finally, use the writing prompts to provide an opportunity for the children to use the words they have learned in a 

meaningful way.

• Optionally, conduct a scavenger hunt for the words in newspapers, books or magazines so children will see how 

frequently their words appear in “real print!” Relevancy is super important to right-brained learners.

• Use the reading assessment piece to check the students individually on their ability to read the words they have 

learned within a context of a sentence. You may time them as you wish and record number of 

correct words. This is also a great opportunity to pay attention to each child’s reading habits, his or her areas of strength, 

where he or she stumbles, and to highlight exactly what each child needs to have strengthened.

• Use the tracking chart to record the words and skills learned by each child. I kept my assessment sheet and charts on a 

clipboard so I could grab them at random times and quickly assess a child.

• The tracking chart could be used as desired to share their child’s progress with parents.

• Print out and award certificates as each child successfully completes this unit of work!
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Here is the skinny on each level:
Beyond Sight Words Activities G Section 1 teaches SnapWords® “ABLE, BAD, DRY, ELSE, EVER, FUN, LESS, LOT, 

MAD, SICK, TOP, THAT’S” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound spellings in this section 

include LE, -Y /I/, SE /S/, ER, CK. Word families in this section include: -BLE, -ER, -CK, -UN, -ESS, -OT, -AD, -ICK, -OP. 

Beyond Sight Words Activities G, Section 2 teaches SnapWords® “DARK, DEEP, EASY, FEW, FREE, HALF, MAIN, 

NICE, PAGE, REAL, SIDE, SIZE, SURE,” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound spellings in this 

section include AR, Long E, Long A and Long I spellings, EW and UR. Word families in this section include: -EW, -EE, - ICE, 

-AGE, - EAL, -IDE, and -IZE.

Beyond Sight Words Activities G, Section 3 teaches SnapWords® “ABOVE, AMONG, BELOW, FRONT, GREAT, HEAVY, 

LARGE, OFTEN, QUICK, READY, REALLY, SINCE, SOUND,” and many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound 

spellings in this section include O-E /UH/, O /UH/, OW /oh/, EA three sounds (long A, short and long E), AR, GE /j/, and 

OU.. Word families in this section include: -ONG, -OW, -AGE, - AR, -ICK, -CE, -NG, -ACK.

Beyond Sight Words Activities G, Section 4 teaches SnapWords® picture sight words “AGAINST, ALMOST, 

ALREADY, BEHIND, CERTAIN, DURING, EITHER, FINALLY, INSIDE, SCARED, SIMPLE, THEY’RE,” and many other words related 

by word family or sound spelling. Sound spellings in this section include AI /short E/ and /short i/, long O, EA /short e/, 

UR, EI /long e/, AR /air/, LE /L/. Word families in this section include: -ER, -ALLY, -IDE, -ARE, -LE, -OST, -IND.

Beyond Sight Words Activities G, Section 5 teaches SnapWords® picture sight words “ALTHOUGH, BEAUTIFUL, 

BETWEEN, BROTHER, FAVORITE, IMPORTANT, INSTEAD, PERHAPS, POSSIBLE, PROBABLY, SEVERAL, THEMSELVES,” and 

many words related by word family or sound spelling. Sound spellings in this section include OUGH spellings, EE, O /uh/, 

OR /er/, EA /short e/, ER, LE /L/, LY /LE/, AL /L/. Word families in this section include: -FUL, -LE, -LY, -AL.

SKILLS
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HOW TO TEACH “ABLE”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for ABLE. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. (Ex: there are two children with untied shoes. They are the short letters, a and e. One child feels ABLE to tie his 
shoes while the other doesn’t feel ABLE) 

Do the body motion from the reverse of the card. Now read the sentence from the back of the card to the children. Ask 
them to close their eyes and “see” the word and picture in their heads. Then ask them to open their eyes and write ABLE 
on their whiteboards. Note that le at the end says /L/.

Write ABLE on your whiteboard and brainstorm other words in the same family, writing these words in a column below 
ABLE: fable, cable, table, Mable, sable, etc.

Ask the children to make up sentences using ABLE and its related words. Have them choose their favorite to write and 
illustrate. The process of writing and drawing in this part of the lesson is very good for stimulating both hemispheres of 
the brain. Idea: “Mable tied a cable to the table.”

able

HOW TO TEACH “BAD”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for BAD. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. The picture shows a child in a bad mood. The tall letters (b and d) are wondering why he is in a bad mood. 

Do the body motion and say the sentence from the back of the card. Ask the children to close their eyes until they can 
“see” the word and picture in their imagination. Next, have them write the word on their whiteboards. This part of the 
lesson is a routine that will be followed with every Mini-Lesson in this book: 1. Do the body motion 2. Say the sentence 3. 
Visualize the word and 4. Write the word on whiteboard.

Write BAD on your whiteboard. The word family for this lesson is AD. Other words that go along with BAD are: cad, fad, 
had, lad, sad, and tad. 

They will make up a sentence to write and illustrate. EX: “The lad is a tad sad.”

bad

HOW TO TEACH “DRY”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for DRY. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. Two kids have just gone swimming in a pond and are wet. They have one towel to dry off with. 

Follow the routine next: Body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write DRY on your whiteboard. Words ending in Y when it sounds like long I are: by, fry, cry, try, pry, my. 

Write a sentence and illustrate it. “I won’t cry when I try and fry my onions!”

dry
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HOW TO TEACH “ELSE”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for ELSE. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. The tall letter l, is supervising while s packs a bag which is the final e. He is asking “What else do you need? 

Follow the 4-step routine: body motion, sentence, visualization, writing.

Write ELSE on your whiteboard. The sound spelling focus for ELSE is the final SE which sounds like an S. Other words that 
follow this pattern are: house, mouse, horse, goose, nurse, sense, tense, etc. 

Write and illustrate a sentence. Ex: “The horse, mouse, and goose ran around the house.”

else

HOW TO TEACH “EVER”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for EVER. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. Two children are in line to buy ice cream. The girl in the front seems to be taking a long time to find her money 
to pay. The child behind her is dramatically crying, “Will she ever finish?” 

Follow the routine next: body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write EVER on your whiteboard and brainstorm other words that fit into this family: never, lever, sever, over, river, sliver. 

Ask the children to make up sentences using ever and then choose their favorite to write and illustrate. Ex: “We never 
ever go over the river.”

ever

HOW TO TEACH “FUN”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for FUN. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. This poor guy doesn’t think he is having fun! He is washing dishes and maybe his friends are playing. Maybe he 
will learn that washing dishes doesn’t take long and can be fun! 

Follow the routine next: body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write FUN on your whiteboard and brainstorm other words that belong with it: bun, gun, nun, pun, run, sun, shun, spun, 
stun. 

Ask the children to make up sentences using FUN and then choose their best one to write and illustrate. Ex: “It was fun 
to run in the sun.”

fun
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HOW TO TEACH “LESS”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for LESS. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. The l is a girl who has a big bowl of pink ice cream. The s is a boy with a smaller bowl of pink ice cream. He has 
LESS than she does. 

Follow the routine next: body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write LESS on your whiteboard and add words from that family in a column. mess, bless, chess, dress, press, stress, tress.

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “She will press the dress so she can play 
chess.”

less

HOW TO TEACH “LOT”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for LOT. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. This picture shows two meanings of LOT. There are a LOT of rocks in the empty LOT.  

Follow the routine next: body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write LOT on your whiteboard and add words from that family in a column. cot, dot, got, hot, jot, knot, not, pot, rot, tot, 
blot, clot, plot, shot, slot, spot, trot.

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “Dot got hot in the cot.”

lot

HOW TO TEACH “MAD”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for MAD. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. In this picture it is easy to see “mad!” Sarge is stomping his foot and waving his fists. 

Follow the routine next: body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write MAD on your whiteboard and add words from that family in a column. fad, dad, had, lad, bad, pad, sad, tad, clad, 
glad. 

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “I’m glad the lad is not mad or sad!”

mad
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HOW TO TEACH “SICK”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for SICK. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. In this picture, the poor i is a child who is sick. He/she is sneezing and has a tissue ready to use on his/her nose. 
The sneeze was so big, the ck are tipping a bit! 

Follow the routine next: body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write SICK on your whiteboard and add words from that family in a column. kick, lick, pick, quick, tick, wisk, brick, chick, 
click, flick, slick, stick, thick, trick.

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “The chick is quick to pick a thick stick.”

sick

HOW TO TEACH “TOP”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for TOP. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on what 
they see. YUM! We see an ice cream cone with a cherry on top. The cherry is right over the o in top. 

Follow the routine next: body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write TOP on your whiteboard and add words from that family in a column. bop, cop, hop, mop, pop, sop, chop, crop, 
drop, flop, plop, prop, shop, slop, stop.

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “I saw the crop drop in the shop so I will 
stop and get a mop.”

top

HOW TO TEACH “THAT’S”

Show the children the SnapWord® card for THAT’S. Study the picture together and ask the children to comment on 
what they see. This picture is pretty cool. We can see the boys who are the t and the a looking startled because of the 
boot (the apostrophe) kicking the “i” out of the word IS. THAT’S is made of the two words, THAT & IS. The apostrophe is 
placed where the “i” is missing.  

Follow the routine next: body motion, sentence, visualization, and writing.

Write THAT’S on your whiteboard. If desired, work through the process of starting with the two words THAT, IS and mak-
ing a contraction with them. Other words to use include: WHAT, IS > WHAT’S. HE, IS > HE’S. SHE, IS > SHE’S. 

Children will make up a sentence they like, and then write and illustrate it. Ex: “SHE’S able to see THAT’S not going to 
work.”

that’s
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G-1

able that’s

ever

dry

less

else

bad

lot

mad

top

sick

SnapWords®

FREE
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G-1
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G-1

top sick

bad

else

that’s

dry

ever

less

lot

able

mad
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FREE
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G-1

that’s top

dry

lot

bad

ever

sick

able

else

mad

less

SnapWords®

FREE
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G-1Child will read the sentence below and draw a picture to illustrate the sentence.

Name____________________________________

It is less fun if I am ever sick!
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G-1Child will read the sentence below and draw a picture to illustrate the sentence.

Name____________________________________

I see you are able to get a fun top! That’s cool!
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Instructions:
Each box contains some sentences with missing words. Copy and cut out the box for each child. 
Children will use the words provided to fill in the blanks. This will assess their comprehension 
of the sentences.

Answers:
Are you able to have fun if you are sick?
I see you got a fun top!
That’s a lot less fun if you are mad.
Do you ever run to the top?
What else are we able to play?

Skills: reading comprehension.

Fill-in-the-Blank

 
 

      Name________________________

  

1. Are you _______________ to have fun if you are ___________?
                    (top, ever, able)                                      (sick, less, top)

2. I see you got a ________________ top!
                                  (ever, fun, else)                            

3. That’s a lot ________________ fun if you are______________.
                            (lot, less, that’s)                             (fun, mad, top)

4. Do you ________________ run to the ________________? 
                   (fun, dry, ever)                              (dry, top, ever)

5. What __________________ are we ______________ to play?  
                    (else, ever, fun)                      (else, able, less)

G-1
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The word is AD The word is DRY The word is FUN

Add a sound to make: CAD Change a sound to make: TRY Change a sound to make: 
SUN

Add a sound to make: CLAD Change sounds to make: PLY Add a sound to make: SPUN

Change a sound to make: 
GLAD Change a sound to make: SLY Change a sound to make: 

STUN

Add a sound to make: GLAND  Change two sounds to make: 
PRY Add a sound to make: STUNT

Take a sound away to make: 
LAND Add a sound to make: SPRY Add a sound to make: 

STUNTS

Do this exercise orally first, and then use whiteboards to practice. Children will write their answer, and then hold up their 
whiteboards for you to quickly check.

When doing this game, use the SOUND of each letter rather than saying the letter names. With letters like B, T, P, etc, the 
tendency is to pronounce them like this: “BUH, TUH, PUH,” which actually are two sounds together: the initial consonant combined 
with the short vowel sound of U. So instead of BUH, you would sound just the very short b. We will write it like this: /b/ (“sound of b”).

Ask the students to write the words in columns. They could underline the common spelling in each word after they have written 
each column. 

Skill: phonemic awareness.

G-1Sound Manipulation
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• Print the following pages, cut each page into its four columns, then cut each column into separate 
words. Get four zip bags and put two columns into each one. Each zip bag should contain two 
groups of words. 
• To prepare a center, give each pair of children one baggie. Their task will be to separate the words 
into two groups, however it makes the most sense to them. They will then explain the logic behind 
how they sorted the words. (ex: the endings of the words are the same in each group). 

Skill: problem-solving and alphabetic principle. 

bad less fun lot

had mess sun hot

clad tress bun tot

sad dress stun cot

mad Bess dun not

G-1Word Sort
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top sick ever dry

flop tick lever cry

slop pick never fry

stop lick fever spry

mop nick sever try

Page 2.
G-1Word Sort
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SnapWords® 

r c

b
Making Words

s
sh

Print a page for each child. Cut out the game pieces after laminating the sheet as desired. Tell them you are going to say 
a word and they will need to find the letter or letters that they need to make AD into the new word.  Say the new words 
together as the children make them. 
Possible words: BAD, TAD, SHAD, SAD, HAD, LAD, BRAD, CLAD, LADS, BRADS.

ad
t

G-1

l h
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SnapWords® 

s

m
Making Words

f
s

Possible words: ABLE, MABLE, SABLE, TABLE, FABLE, CABLE, STABLE, LABLE.

ble

G-1

c
t
a

l
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SnapWords® 

b

m
Making Words

B
l

Possible words: MESS, LESS, TESS, BESS, STRESS, BLESS, CHESS.

ess

G-1

T
rt
sch
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Print the plain sight words for this unit, cut them apart, then display in a pocket chart in alphabetical order. As you practice finding 
each word on the word wall, the children will enjoy writing the words on whiteboards. For assessment of word recognition, call 
out a word and have the children locate it on the word wall and then write it on paper for you to check later. I usually timed this 
assessment to coincide with a weekly spelling assessment. 

Activity One:
1.   Find and write ABLE.
2.   Find and write BAD.
3.   Find and write DRY.
4.   Find and write ELSE.
5.   Find and write EVER.
6.   Find and write FUN.
7.   Find and write LESS.
8.   Find and write LOT.
9.   Find and write MAD.
10.  Find and write SICK.
11.  Find and write TOP.
12. Find and write THAT’S.

Activity Two:
1.   What is the opposite of boring? (FUN)
2.   Fill in the blank: “I think ____________ mine, not yours.” (THAT’S)
3.   Find the opposite of bottom. (TOP)
4.   Which word is the opposite of GOOD? (BAD)
5.   Find a word that means you can. (ABLE)
6.   Fill in the blank: “I have a little; you have a ______________.” (LOT)
7.   What is the opposite of GLAD? (MAD)
8.   When you are not well, you are ______________. (SICK)
9.   Fill in blank: “You have more, I have _________________.” (LESS)
10.  What is the opposite of wet? (DRY)
11.  Fill in the blank: “I didn’t think I would _______ finish!” (EVER)
12. Fill in blank: “What _______________ do you want? (ELSE)

Activity Three:
1.   Find a word that rhymes with CRY. (DRY)
2.   Find a word that rhymes with STOP. (TOP)
3.   Find a word that rhymes with SUN. (FUN)
4.   Find a word that rhymes with GLAD. (MAD)
5.   Find a word that rhymes with TABLE. (ABLE)
6.   Find a word that rhymes with POT. (LOT)
7.   Find a word that rhymes with SAD. (BAD)
8.   Find a word that rhymes with LEVER. (EVER)
9.   Find a word that rhymes with MESS. (LESS)
10.  Find a word that rhymes with BRICK. (SICK)
11.  Find a word that rhymes with HATS. (THAT’S)
12. Find a word that rhymes with FALSE. (ELSE)

SnapWords® Word Wall Games G-1
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Child will write about the pictures they see, using their current words.  Page 1.

Name____________________________________

Title ____________________________________________________

Write About It! G-1
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Page 2.

Name____________________________________

Title ____________________________________________________

Write About It! G-1
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SENTENCES TO READ for fluency practice & assessment: WORDS:
1. My friend and I like to run. It is fun to run to the top of the hill. 18

2. We do not ever race each other. We just run. That’s more fun. 31

3. One day, I am sick. It is bad! I am not able to run. 45

4. I say, “That’s OK. I will be able to run another day.” 57

5. Next, I see rain. I only run when it is dry! “What else?” I ask. 72

6. It is less fun to run a lot when it is not dry! 85

7. Each day I am not able to run, my friend runs. 96

8. He runs when I am sick. He runs in the rain, too. That’s OK. 110

9. This day, both of us run to the top of the hill. “It is not a race,” I yell. 129

10. He runs fast! I will not ever be able to run that fast! 142

11. That’s OK. I am not mad. What else can I do? 153

12. I can run a lot even if it is not dry. That will help a lot. 169

13. At the top, my friend said, “Not bad! It is fun when we both run!” 184

14. That’s how it was. We still will not ever race. We will just run. 198

Student Name_________________________
Comments:

Words__________

Date___________

Child will read the sentences below. Listener will note words missed and subtract 
them from total read in one minute.  Additional words needed:  race, hill, rain. 
Assumes children have learned SnapWords® A-F.

Assessment G-1
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else
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less
lot

mad



sick
top

that’s
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